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The Roman Republic Chapter Review

REVIEWING VOCABULARY, TERMS, AND PEOPLE
Use the description in the right column to unscramble the term or 

name in the box. Write the correct term or name in the space provided.

SANEEA  1.  ______________________ Great hero from Troy who 

formed an alliance with the Latins in Italy

NSICPTARIA  2.  ______________________ Citizens of Rome who were 

noble and powerful and could be elected to office

SMAGRTEITSA  3.  ______________________ Roman officials who were 

judges, financial managers, and organizers of games and 

festivals

NLGIEOS  4.  ______________________ Groups of up to 6,000 

Roman soldiers

STAPCRAUS  5.  ______________________ Former Roman soldier who 

led thousands of slaves in a fight for freedom

COMPREHENSION AND CRITICAL THINKING
Read the FALSE statement below. On the line provided, replace the 

underlined word or words to make this statement TRUE.

 1. Italy’s deserts helped Roman civilization to develop by allowing people to grow a 

wide variety of crops.

 2. Rome’s bipartite government was made up of magistrates, the Roman Senate, and 

the assemblies and tribunes.

BIG IDEAS
 1. Rome’s location and government helped it become a major power in the 

ancient world.

 2. Rome’s tripartite government and written laws helped create a stable society.

 3. The later period of the Roman Republic was marked by wars of expansion 
and political crises.
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The Roman Republic, continued Chapter Review

 3. The Law of the Ten Tables governed many parts of Roman life.

 4. Although the Greeks took over Rome, the Romans adopted Greek ideas about art, 

literature, philosophy, religion, and education.

REVIEWING THEMES
In the space provided, explain how each term relates to the theme listed 

below.

Theme:  politics

 1. republic ___________________________________________________________

 2. civic duty __________________________________________________________

 3. Roman Senate ______________________________________________________

REVIEW ACTIVITY: CROSSWORD REVIEW
On a separate sheet of paper, create a crossword puzzle using all of the 

words listed below. Write a clue for each of the words. Place the answers 

in a word bank at the top of the page. Exchange puzzles with a class-

mate, and see if you both can correctly answer each other’s puzzles. Use 

at least half of the words below.

Aeneas Cincinnatus consuls dictator

forum Hannibal Latin legions

magistrates patricians plebeians Remus

republic Romulus Spartacus veto
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